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1. Technology and knowledge: A 
basic economic view

 Concepts of technological change
– paradigms
– causation and the chain linked model

 A very basic framework: incentives
 What is special about technology and why 

does it deserve our attention?
– Public good features
– Risk and uncertainty



Concepts (Schumpeter)
 Invention – Innovation – Diffusion
 Incremental - Radical



Major innovations (or basic innovations)



Incremental innovation



Unifying concepts
 Paradigms and trajectories
 Chain-linked model



Technological paradigms and 
trajectories
 Analogy to Kuhn’s philosophy of science
 Paradigm: “model and pattern of solution of 

selected technological problems, based on 
selected principles from the natural science 
and on selected material technologies” (Dosi)

 Trajectory: ‘normal’ technological change 
along a paradigm, closely associated to a 
‘goal’ for technological development that 
springs from a certain problem



Technological paradigms and 
trajectories
 breakthroughs and incremental innovations

– productivity change
– pervasive technological change (ICT)
– collective innovation

 Institutional context (techno-economic 
paradigm, Carlota Perez)

 Complex interaction between breakthrough 
S&T, incremental innovation, economic 
motives and institutional context: causality?



Causation? Demand pull or technology 
push
 Who initiates innovation projects: the R&D 

department or the marketing department? Is 
innovation a reaction to user demand, or 
does it create demand?

 Technology push
– linear model from technology to market

 Demand pull
– linear model from market to technology



The laser
 Charles Townes on the laser:
“Bell’s patent department at first refused to patent the our amplifier 

or oscillator for optical frequencies because, it was explained, 
optical waves had never been of any importance to 
communication and hence the invention had little bearing on 
Bell System interests”



Technology push
 Example: laser invented without direct 

application, now applied in a wide range 
(telecom, medical, music, science)

 R&D split into basic, applied and 
development
– specialization pattern of institutions carrying out 

R&D
 implications: 

– large firms have an advantage because science 
takes resources



Horseshoes and ‘How the West was 
won’
 Jacob Schmookler found that the intensified 

use of horses when the West of the U.S. was 
colonized led to a great increase in the 
number of patents on horseshoes



Demand pull
 Innovation as a response to profit 

opportunities
 Jacob Schmookler

– patent data
– horseshoes
– statistical analysis of causality investment -

patents
 critique: needs and demand



The chain linked model (Kline & 
Rosenberg)



Incentives
 Consider a “minor” process innovation
 Compare profits with and without innovation: 

the difference is what a firm would maximally 
pay to get the innovation (=maximum amount 
of R&D it is willing to spend)



Incentives – mathematics

Monopolist:

(which is larger)

Social planner:

Competitive firm:



Incentives: conclusion
 The incentive for a monopolist is strictly 

smaller than that for a competitive firm with a 
minor innovation, which is again strictly 
smaller than that for a social planner



Steam engines – An illustration

Fuel consumption:

P=266 pence, HP=3250, H=4000 (Cornwall, 1800)
Newcomen engine: C=24.3

Watt engine: C=6.1

Woolf engine: C=3.3

Trevithick engine: C=4.3

 Engine builders in Cornwall in 1800 could charge 1/3rd of the 
total fuel savings relative to a Newcomen engine



Special characteristics of technology
 Public goods aspects (IBM vs Apple): 

spillovers
 Risk and uncertainty (the Comet)



IBM vs Apple



IBM vs Apple



IBM vs Apple
 Market shares



IBM vs Apple
 Winners & losers?



Technology a public good?
 Recap:

– non-rivalry (or indivisibilities)
– non-excludability

 But:
– cumulativeness
– capability to learn

 Spillovers and investment (incentives)



The Comet airplane



Types of uncertainty
 Scientific
 Technological
 Commercial
 Systems



Strong uncertainty and weak 
uncertainty
 Neoclassical economic theory can cope well 

with weak uncertainty by using stochastic 
mathematics (Arrow)
– futures markets for all uncertain outcomes?
– Insurance against failures in innovation?
– moral hazard and agency problem (manager -

stockholder and cost-plus contracts; trade-off 
between incentives and buying off uncertainty)

– large firms at an advantage because they 
undertake many projects (=insurance)



Strong uncertainty and weak 
uncertainty
 But still, uncertainty leads to underinvestment
 And, strong uncertainty (knowing or not 

knowing options?)
– systems and paradigms

 Evolutionary economic theory can cope well 
with strong uncertainty by using bounded 
rationality



Conclusion
 Incentive problem
 Theoretical problem (for neo-classical 

economics)
– bounded rationality, evolutionary economics
– full rationality, neoclassical economics
– confrontation or convergence?


